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Abstract 
Domain decomposition methods are designed and analyzed as additive Schwarz methods 
for the linear systems arising from the discretization of elliptic problems. The discretiza
tion is obtained by a mortar element method with a finite element approximation on a 
nonmatching triangulation. The additive Schwarz methods use inexact solvers and they 
can also be applied to elliptic problems with discontinuous coefficients. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

In this paper, we discuss a parallel algorithm for solving systems arising from the dis
cretization of elliptic problems by the mortar element method; see Bernardi, Maday, and 
Patera (1994), Bernardi and Maday (1995). Our algorithm is a domain decomposition 
method and it is described as an additive Schwarz method (ASM); see Dryja and Wid
lund (1987) and Dryja, Smith, and Widlund (1994). 

The mortar element method is applied to elliptic self-adjoint second order equations 
with Dirichlet boundary conditions in 2-D. To simplify the presentation only certain model 
problems are discussed. The mortar element method is considered in the geometrically 
conforming case as well as the nonconforming case. The first case corresponds to a par
tition of the region into triangular or rectangular subregions that form a coarse finite 
element triangulation, while in the second case a vertex of a subregion can fall in the 
interior of an edge of one of its neighbors. In the first case a model problem with discon
tinuous coefficients is discussed while in the second only problems with regular coefficients 
are considered. A finite element method based on piecewise linear continuous functions 
is introduced for each subregion without insisting on meshes matching across subregion 
interfaces. 
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The resulting linear systems are solved by an iterative substructuring method described 
as an additive Schwarz method using the general framework given in Dryja, Smith, and 
Widlund {1994). First, the unknowns corresponding to interior nodal points in each sub
structure are eliminated. The reduced problem is defined on the interfaces of the substruc
tures and it is solved by an ASM with a special coarse space and inexact solvers. It is 
shown that the method is almost optimal from the point of view of parallel computations. 

There are several papers devoted to solving systems arising from the mortar element 
method by domain decomposition methods; see Achdou, Maday and Widlund {1995), 
Widlund {1995) and the literature therein. Some of the results of this paper, which have 
been obtained independently, are close those of Achdou, Maday, and Widlund {1995). 
The main results of our paper is the development of simple inexact solvers for both 
the geometrically conforming and nonconforming case, and the analysis of the method 
for problems with discontinuous coefficients in the geometrically conforming case. These 
results are, to our knowledge, new. 

The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, the discrete problem is formulated 
and its properties are discussed including the condition number of stiffness matrix arising 
from the discrete problem. This is done for the geometrically conforming case. In Section 3, 
an ASM for the discrete problem is designed. The analysis of it is carried out in Section 5. 
To do so, several technical tools are needed. They are formulated and proved in Section 4. 

The geometrically nonconforming case is discussed in Sections 6 and 7 where a descrip
tion and analysis of the method can be found. For the analysis, the stability of a special 
projection is proved for functions which do not vanish at the vertices of the substructures. 
This very important and new result is crucial for the analysis. 

Some of the results of this paper have been obtained in joint work with Olof Widlund. 

2 DIFFERENTIAL AND DISCRETE PROBLEMS 

To simplify our presentation, we consider only a model problem in 2-D, a special second
order problem with discontinuous, piecewise constant coefficients: 

Find u E HJ ( 0) such that 

a(u,v)=f(v), vEHJ(O), (1) 

where 

a(u,v)= kp(x)Vu·Vvdx, f(v)= fo!vdx. 

The region 0 is polygonal and a union of nonoverlapping subregions 0; i = 1, ... , N, also 
called substructures. 

We first consider the case when 0 is a union of triangles or rectangles 0;, i = 1, ... , N, 
which form a coarse triangulation. We assume that jumps of p( x) > 0 occur only at 
substructure interfaces and, for simplicity, that the coefficient takes on a constant value 
p(x) = p;, x E 0;, in each substructure. We can generalize our results to the case when 
the relative variation of p( x) over each subregion is modest. 

To define a discrete problem by the mortar element method, we introduce two parti
tions of 0, a coarse and a fine. As mentioned above, the coarse partition is formed by 
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the substructures n,. To simplify our presentation, we assume that it is quasi-uniform 
with a parameter H, see Ciarlet (1978). To obtain the fine partition of n, we introduce a 
triangulation of each n, with triangular elements elk). The resulting triangulation is non
matching; the triangulation of the different n, generally do not match on the interfaces 
between subregions. We assume that the triangulation of each n, is quasi-uniform with 
a parameter h;. Let X1h'(n1) be the finite element space of piecewise linear continuous 
functions defined on the triangulation of n, vanishing on an, n an. Let 

Xh(n) = Xf'(nl) X 0 0 0 X X~N(nN) 

be a Hilbert space with the inner product 
N 

a(uh,vh) = LPi 1 Vu;,hVv;,hdx, 
i=l O; 

where Uh = {u;,h}~1 , u;,h E Xf'(n;). 
To describe the discrete problem fully, we introduce some auxiliary notations and finite 

element spaces. Let f',i = f!, n fli and let W1~'(r;i) and Wi~'(r1i) be the restrictions of 

X1h'(n1) and X]'(ni) to rii· Note that the functions of these spaces are discontinuous 
across r;j, a side common to n; and nj. To define weak continuity across the interface, 
we introduce mortar (master) and nonmortar (slave) sides rii· Let the master side be r 1; 

a side of the substructure n, where the coefficient p(x) is larger i.e. p; 2 Pi· Thus r;; 
also forms a slave side of n;. We now introduce the master, slave, and test spaces. The 
spaces W;~'(r;;) and W;~'(r1;) are the master and slave ones. The test space, denoted by 

M,~'(r;;), is a subspace of W1~1 (r1;) and its functions are constant on the elements e~k) 
at the ends of r 1;; the dimension of M1~1 (r;;) is two less than that of W1~1 (r;;). We are 
now in position to define a space Vh(n) used for the discretization of (1) by the mortar 
element method. Vh is the space of uh E Xh such that fori = 1, ... , N and each slave 
side r,j the following mortar condition 

£Ju;,h- u;,h)il!ds = 0, iJ! E M1~'(r1;) 
OJ 

(2) 

is satisfied. Here u;,h and Uj,h in the integral are the restrictions to r,i, the common side of 
n; and ni, of the the finite element functions. This imposes a weak continuity constraint 
of u;,h and u;,h on r;;. It also means that the Lrprojections of u;,h and u;,h, restricted to 

h· r;;, onto M;/(r;;) are equal to each other. 
The discrete problem is of the form: 
Find Uh E vh such that 

a( 'Uh, Vh) = f( Vh), Vh E Vh. (3) 

This problem has a unique solution and 
N N 

l:JJu- u;,hJJ~'(O;) $ Cl: h~JuJ~•(O;)' (4) 
i=l i=l 

provided that u E HJ(n) n H2(n1); see Bernardi, Maday and Patera (1994), Belgacem 
(1995), Bernardi and Maday (1995). 
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Our goal is to design and analyze a parallel algorithm for solving the discrete problem. 
It is a domain decomposition method, more exactly, an additive Schwarz method which 
is almost optimal from the point of view of parallel computations; see Dryja, Smith, and 
Widlund (1994). The first question conc~rns the condition number of the stiffness matrix 
A of the system resulting from (3). It has been established, independently by Bernardi 
and Maday (1995) and by Dryja and Widlund (1995) that it is of the same order as in 
for conforming finite element approximations, i.e. 

cond(A) 5 ch-2 • (5) 

Here h is the smallest of the h;. 

3 ADDITIVE SCHWARZ METHODS 

In this section, we describe an iterative substructuring method in terms of an additive 
Schwarz method (ASM). For that the general framework of ASM is used, see Dryja, Smith, 
and Widlund (1995). 

In a first step of the method considered, all unknowns associated with interior nodal 
points of n; are eliminated. For i = 1, ... , N u;,h E X;h' ( n;) is represented as 

u;,h = Pu;,h + Hu;,h, (6) 

where Pu;,h is the H~(n;)- projection onto X;h'(O;) while Hu;,h is the discrete harmonic 
function defined by 

0 

(v Hu;,h, Vv;,h,) L 2 (n,) = 0, v E X;h'(n;) (7) 

0 

with Hu;,h = Ui,h on an;. Here X;h'(n;) is the subspace of functions of Xf'(n;) which 
vanish on an;. Using this approach, we reduce the problem (3) to the following: (Let 
v;.h(n), a subspace of Vh(n), be a space of discrete harmonic functions in each n;.) 

Find uh E ~h(f2) such that 

s( uh, vh) = ]( vh), vh E v;.h(n), (8) 

where 

and 

The problem (8) has a unique solution and it can be proved that the condition number 
of the matrix S, resulting from (8), is of the order of h-1 provided that the h; are of the 
order of h. 

For solving (8), we design and analyze an ASM. For that we use the general framework, 
see Dryja, Smith, and Widlund (1994), which describes the method in terms of a decom
position of v;.h into subspaces, certain bilinear forms given on these subspaces, and the 
projections onto these subspaces in the sense of the bilinear forms. The decomposition of 
v;.h is taken as 

(9) 

where VJ. 1 is a space of functions belonging to v;_h vanishing at the vertices of the sub
structures !1;, i.e. the nodal points of the coarse triangulation. To define the space Vl.o, let 
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us first discuss the case when functions of Yth are continuous at the vertices of !1;, which 
are assumed to be triangles. In this case Vio = VH, is a conforming finite element space 
defined on the coarse triangulation. We now define Vio without assuming continuity at the 
vertices. Let Xijl be a vertex of !1; and the end of r;; and r;,, sides of n; and n, common 
with !1;. We should denote that point by x;; ... k since it is common to the substructures 
!1;, !1;, ... , nk. For simplicity let us denote only by Xijl· We associate with Xijl a basis 
function 'Piil defined as follows. Let r;;, a side of !1; with one end as x;;1, be the master 

one. We introduce r.pljl as a linear function defined on r;; with the values one at Xijl and 

zero at the other end of r;;. The function r.pljl is extended to the slave side of !1; (common 

with !1;) by using the mortar condition. That extension is denoted by r.plj•l and defined 
by 

{, r.plj'lwds = £,, r.pljlwds, \II E M;:'(r;;), (10) 

with the additional condition that r.plj'l(x) vanishes at the ends of rij· If r;, is a slave 

(nonmortar) side of !1;, we associate with Xijl a function r.pl;l defined by 

f r.pl;lwds = o, \II E M;t'(ril), (11) 
ir,1 
with the condition that r.p;;(x;;l) = 1 and it vanishes at the other end of r;;. This means 
that r.pljl is the image of zero defined on the master side r;, belonging to n,. The function 
r.p;;1(x) associated with the vertex Xijl is the discrete harmonic function in each substruc
ture with the following boundary data: r.p;;1(x) = 0 on all sides of the substructures except 
those for which Xijl is a common vertex. On the sides with the common vertex r.p;;l is: for 

a master side r;; it is equal to r.pljl and for a slave side of !1; common with n, (which is 

the master for n,) it is equal to r.pl;l + r.pl;"'l. Of course, 'Piil E ~h and 

Vio = span { r.p;;1}. (12) 

We now introduce bilinear forms blk, k = 0, 1, related to the inexact solvers over Vik x Vik, 
which approximate a(u,v). One possibility to define b11(u,v) is 

bn(uh,vh) = L L p;(I<;Y2 Y.~~~,!l.~':;,l)RN;i· (13) 
0; r;;CIJO; 

Here the sum is taken over the master sides of !1;, ul;l = u;,h when r;; is the master side of 

!1;. yl;l is the vector representation of u;,h on r;; using the standard nodal basis functions 
associated with the interior nodal points of r;; corresponding to the triangulation on 
the master side; the number of nodes is denoted by N;;. The matrix I<;; is the matrix 
representation of (V'u, V'v)L'(o,l)> approximated by the conforming finite element space 
of piecewise linear continuous functions which vanish at the ends of (0, 1), defined on 
triangulation on (0, 1) with uniform step and N;; the number of interior nodal points. 

Note that the system with I<;j2 can be solved using FFT, for details see, e.g. Dryja 
(1982). 

The other possibility to define bn(uh,vh) is given by 

bn(uh,vh) = L L br,,(ul;l,vJ;l), (14) 
o; r;3ceo, 
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where the sum, as in {13), is taken over the master sides f;j of of!; and 

{15) 

Here f;j is the master side off!; and ul;> is equal to u;,h on f;j at the interior points and 
zero on the remaining sides of of!; and others. Note that the solving of a problem with 
the form b11 reduces to solving of local conforming finite element problems defined only 
on individual substructures and that these problems are independent. 

The form b10( uh, vh), uh, vh E Vio, is given by 

(16) 

" " ( H) ( (m) (•))2} + LJ LJ 1 +log h. Pi ui,h (x) -uj,h , 
fijC8!li xEIIij J 

where the sum is taken over all substructures f!; while in the second term it is taken over 
all the master sides f;j belonging to f!;. Here v; is a set of vertices of f!; and Vij is the 
ends of f;j; 'ii;,h is the average of Ui,h at vertices off!;, i.e. 

1 
'ii;,h =- · 2:: u;,h(x), 

ni xEv,: 
(17) 

where n; is the number of vertices off!;; ul;> = u;,h when f;j is the master side off!; and 

utl = Uj,h when f;j is a slave side of f!j, common with f!;. 
We now are in position to define approximate projections Tlk : v;_h -> Vik, k = 0, 1, as 

(18) 

and we denote 

(19) 

where T1 : Vh-> Vh. 
The original problem (8) can be replaced by 

(20) 

where 91 = 910 + 911 which are computed as the solutions of 

blk(91k,v) = f(v), v E Vik- (21) 

The problems (20) and (8) have the same unique solution since T1 is invertible; see The
orem 1 below. 

To find uh, the solution of (8), we solve the problem (20) iteratively since the operator 
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T1 is symmetric, positive definite and well conditioned, which follows from Theorem 1. 
We now formulate the main result of this section. 

Theorem 1 For any Vh E l--;h 

(22) 

where c and C are positive constants independent of H, h; and the jumps of p(x), {j = 
(1 +log¥) and h = inf; h;. 

A proof of Theorem 1 is given in Section 5. We now discuss an implementation of the 
method. For solving (20), we can use the conjugate gradient method since T1 is symmetric, 
positive definite and its condition number is almost constant. To simplify our presentation, 
we use the Richardson method for solving (20): 

where Topt is the relaxation parameter. To find u;:+l, we need to compute 

where r1k = Tlk(ui:- uh), k = 0, 1, are the solutions of 

(23) 

These two problems are independent. To find r 10, we solve a global system of dimension 
equal to the number of values of uh at the vertices of the substructures. 

The solution of (23), fork= 1, reduces to solving a set of local subproblems defined in 
one or two substructures. Let us give some details in the case when bu is given by (13). 
For a fixed f;j, we solve the equation 

(Kl/2 (m) (m)) _ ( ) 
ij r_i dli - 9 Vh , (24) 

where r~m) = r 11 on f;j, using the scheme: 

1. For the nodal points XK E f;j, the master side of !1;, take a basis function ll>K E Vi 
which is equal to the discrete harmonic function on TI; with values one at XK and 
zero at the remaining nodal points of 8!1;. On the slave side f;j of !1j, ll>K is an 
extension using the mortar condition (2) with ll>K(x) = 0 at the ends of f;j· Then 
II> K( X) on nj is the discrete harmonic extension with zero on ani \f;j 0 On the remaining 
substructures IT>K(x) = 0. The system so obtained is solved by FFT and it gives the 

values of r~m)(x) = r11 (x) at the nodal points of f;j, the master side. 
2. Find r1(x) at the nodal points of f;1, the slave side of !1h solving the problem 
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with r;(x) = 0 at the ends of f;j· For that, we use the standard nodal basis functions of 

W;~i(f;j) and M;~i(f;j)· That gives the values r;(x) = r 11 on f;;, the slave side. 
Using the above scheme, we find r 11 on the boundary of each substructure !1;. To get 

ru E Vi1, we extend ru, given on 8!1;, to !1; as a discrete harmonic function. For that, 
we solve N independent problems of the form (7). 

Summarizing, we see that the algorithm presented is very well suited for parallel com
putations. The number of iterations to get the solution with an accuracy e: is independent 
of the jumps of p(x) and depends only logarithmically on the ratio of Hand h;. 

4 TECHNICAL TOOLS 

In this section a number of auxiliary results needed to prove Theorem 1 are formulated 
and proved. Let us first introduce certain operators similar to L2 - projections. Let Pi 

denote a projection from L 2(f;;) onto M;~i(f;;) given by 

fr·. PiV Wds = hr .. v'l!ds, lr IJ IJ 

h W E M;/ (f;i ). (25) 

It is easy to see that for v E H 1(f;j) 

(26) 

and 

(27) 

To prove (26), we choose vh E M;~i equal to v at the interior nodal points of the h;
triangulation of f;j and use the fact that llv- p;viiL2 :::; llv- vhiiL.· Using a standard 
interpolation theorem, element by element, we get (26). The estimate (27) follows from 
an inverse inequality and (26). 

Let IIi be the projection from L2(f;;) onto W;;i(f;i) n HJ(f;i) defined by 

fr·. IIjvWds = hr .. vWds, lr IJ IJ 

h· 
WE M;/(f;i)· (28) 

Let f;j, a side common to !1; and !1;, be the master and slave side for u;,h and Uj,h defined 
on !1; and !1;, respectively. Let these functions satisfy the mortar condition: 

h W E M;/ (f;; ). (29) 
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0 

Let Q; be the L2 - projection from HJ(f;;) onto W;~'(f;;), i.e. 

frr·· Q;vcpds = frr·· vcpds, 
IJ IJ 

0 

cp E W;~'(f;;), 

0 

where W;~'(f;;) is a space of functions from W;~'(f;;) which vanish at the ends off;;. 
In the lemmas below, we assume that h; and h; are of the same order; the constant C 

is independent of h; and h;. 

Lemma 1 Let u;,i. and u;,h vanish at the ends off;; and satisfy {29}, and let f;; be the 
master and slave sides of !l; and !l;, respectively. Then 

llu;hiiH2 1/•(r··) ~ Cllu;,hiiH2 1/•(r··)" 
I 00 IJ 00 IJ 

(30) 

Remark 1 Lemma 1 follows from Lemma 1 of Belgacem {1995). Here we give an alter
native proof, which is simpler. 

Proof We need to show only that 

IIII;u; hiiH2 1/•(r··) ~ Cllu;,hiiH2 1/•(r··) 
I QQ IJ 00 IJ 

(31) 

since II;u;,h = u;,h in view of (28) and (29). We first note that 

(32) 

This follows from (28) taking Ill, here denoted by v, which is equal to II;u;,h at the nodal 
points off;; and the fact that 

I III ·u· hll2 < (rr ·u· h v) - (u· h v) 
1 •· L,(r;j) - 1 '• ' L,(r,1) - '· ' L2 (r,,) 

and (33) 

(34) 

which are shown straightforwardly. For that, we use the fact that 

(35) 

where x0 and XN,1 are the ends off;;. 
Note that (32) is valid also for a u;,h which does not vanish at the ends of f;;. That 

fact will be used below. 
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Using the inverse inequality, we get 

(36) 

Note that II;Q;u;,h = Q;ui,h· Using now the properties of Q;, see e.g. Dryja and Widlund 
(1994), and (32), we get (31). D 

Let c,o!~ and c,o!;:•l be the functions defined on r;m, the slave side, and let c,o;1m be defined 
on on;; they have been introduced in Section 3. 

Lemma 2 

(37) 

Remark 2 This and the two next lemmas are proved in Achdou, Maday, and Widlund 
(1995}. Here we give alternative proofs, which are simpler. 

Proof. Let c,o!~ = z0 + z1 where z0 is equal to c,ol~ at the ends of rim and zero at the 
remaining nodal points. By the definition of c,ol~, see (ll), 

(38) 

Let \lf = z1 be defined by the nodal values of z1. i,From (38) and using the c-inequality, 
we get 

Straightforwardly, using (35) for z1 and zb we show that, cf. (34) and (33), 

llz1lli•cr,3J $ 2£ z1z1dx . . , 
Hence, 

We also show straightforwardly, using again (35) for z1 and Z1, that, cf. (33), 

llzllli.cr;m) $ (zbzl)L,(r;m)' 

(39) 

Note that llzolli• $ Ch;. Usingtheseestimates,weget llc,ol~lli, $ llzolli,+llziiii. $ Ch;, 
which proves (37). D 
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Corollary 1 

II <•JII2 <ell <•JII 2 < c 
'fiim L 00 (r;m) - h; 'fiim L 2 (r;m) - · (40) 

Lemma3 

( 41) 

Proof. Note that t.pj:;:•) = IImt.p);;:l, where IIm is defined by (28). 
Let t.p A( x) be the nodal basis function defined on the triangulation of the master side, 

associated with the vertex A= Ximl· We have, 

IIIIm'fi~:)IIH''2(r) ~ IIII;(t.p);;:l- 'f!A)IIH''2(r) + IIIIi'fiAIIH'/2(r)· (42) 
QQ lJ QQ lJ 00 IJ 

Using the inverse inequality and (32), valid also for functions which do not vanish at the 
ends of f;m, we get 

2 c 2 
IIIIm'fiAIIH;t2(r;,) ~ hm ll'fiAIIL2(r;,) ~ C, (43) 

provided that h; and hm are of the same order. Using now (31), we get 

IIIIm('fl);;:l- 'f!A)II~>/2(r) ~ Cll'fl);;:l- 'fiAII~>/2(r)· 
QQ IJ QQ IJ 

The seminorm of H 112 is estimated by C while the L 2-norm by C(1 +log Jt); this follows 
from straightforward computations. Hence, 

IIIIm('fl);;:l- 'f!A)II~;t2(r;,) ~ C(1 +log:) . . 
Substituting this and ( 43) into ( 42), we get ( 41 ). D 

Lemma 4 

l'flilml~l/2(&0;) ~ c(1 +log:). (44) 
' 

Proof. Here there are three possibilities of the form 'f!ilm on 80;. If f;m and f;1 are master 
sides of an;, the estimate is obvious and without the logarithmic factor. 

When the sides f;1 and Cm are both slaves, the inequality follows from the inverse 
inequality, and Lemma 2 and 3. 

Let f;m be a master side while f;1 is a slave side. Let lH'f!ilm be the linear function 
with the same values as 'f!ilm at the vertices of 0;. We have l'flilm l~t/2(&0;) ~ 2ll'flilm -

lH'flilmll~>/2(r ) +C. 
00 al 

Note that 'flilm = t.p):l + t.p);"•) on f;1. The term with t.p):l - lH'f!)!l is estimated straight

forwardly by C(1 +log Jt) using the inverse inequality and ( 40) while the term with t.p};"•) 

is handled by Lemma 3. Thus, l'flilml~•i2(&o;) ~ C(1 +log ft) which shows (44). D 
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A proof of this fact is given in Dryja (1987) 

5 PROOF OF THEOREM 1 

For the proof of Theorem 1, we use the lemmas of Section 4. According to the general 
ASM theory, see Dryja, Smith, and Widlund (1994), it reduces to checking three key 
assumptions. 

Assumption (iii) 

It is obvious in our case since the space Y;_h is decomposed into two only subspaces and 

cg = L 

Assumption (ii) 

We need to show that fork= 0, 1, 

(45) 

Fork= 1, this follows from Lemma 1 and well known results on the matrix K;V2• Indeed, 
using an extension theorem, we have for uh E V11 (!1) 

(46) 

Let f;j be the master side. Then, 

(47) 

see Dryja (1982). Let f;j be a slave side of !1;, a side common with !1i. Using Lemma 1, 
we get 

(48) 

since u;,h and uh,j satisfy the mortar condition (2). By the selection of the master side, 
we have p; :::; Pi. Hence, 

(49) 

which proves ( 45) for k = 1 with w= constant. 
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To show ( 45) for k = 0, we first note that 

(50) 

Any function Uh E Via on an; can be represented as follows. Let Xilm, Xilp, Xipm be vertices 
of n;, denoted also by A, B, C, and let r;m, ri!, and rip be the sides of n; common with 
nm, n~, and np. Using the functions introduced in Section 3, we see that Ui,h E Via on 
an; is of the form 

Ui,h(x) = Ui,h(A)<pilm(x) + Ui,h(B)<pilp(x) + Ui,h(C)<pipm(x). (51) 

Note that Ui,h on f;1, the master side, is of the form 

(52) 

while on rim, the slave side 

h (m) (s) d (ms) (m) (s) d (ms) · d · h h A w ere <pil,A> <pim,A> an <pim,A> are <pi! , <pim an <pim associate wit t e vertex etc. 
Here we consider the configuration where only r;! is a master side. A similar representation 
exists for ui,h for other configurations of master and slave sides of n; and when ni is a 
rectangle. 

Note that the sum of the basis functions which appear in (51) is one. Using this and 
(52) and (53) in (50), and applying Lemmas 1 to 4, we get 

I 1
2 

·u· -u· < p, •,h •,h H'/2(an,) - (54) 

where Vim and V;p are the ends of rim and rip, the slave sides of ni and ui~~ = Ui,h· Taking 
a sum in (54) with respect to i, we get the estimate ( 45) for k = 1 with w=constant. The 
proof of Assumption (ii) is complete. 

Assumption (i) 

We need to show that for any uh E ~h, there exists 

(55) 
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such that 

(56) 

Let u~o) be the interpolant of uh E ~h belonging to Vj_ 0 • Its representation on 8!1i is given 

by (51) - (53). Let u~1 ) = uh - u~0); of course, u~l) E Vi.1 . Let us first discuss k = 1 and 
the form b11 given by (13). It is known, see e.g. Dryja (1982), that 

( 1;2 (lJ (ll) c II (1JII2 c( H)2 1 12 
Pi Kij Y.i,hdfi,h RN;, :S: Pi ui,h H'/2(r) :S: 1 +log -h Pi ui,h H'(O;) 

00 tJ i 
(57) 

since u~o) on rij, as the master side, is a linear function. Summing this over the master 
sides, we get 

(58) 

To check this estimate for the form b11 given by (14) and (15), it is enough to see that 

b ( <1l <1l) c II <1lll2 
r;1 ui,h' ui,h :S: Pi ui,h H~t2 (r;1 )' 

We now show that, see (16), 

(59) 

The first term of (16) is estimated by 

in view of Lemma 5 and Poincare's inequality. To estimate the second term of (16), we 

again apply Lemma (5) and use the fact that the average values of u)~l and u)~l on f;j 
are equal to each other which follows from the mortar condition. Thus, 

( (m) -<•l)2 {( H) 2 ( H) 2 } 
Pi ui,h (x)- uj,h :S: C 1 +log -h· p; lui,hiH>/2(BO;) + 1 +logy;. Pilui,hiH>f2(ao,) . 

• J 

Adding these two estimates and taking a sum with respect to i, we get (59). In turn, 
adding the estimates (58) and (59), we get (56). Assumption (i) have been checked. The 
proof of Theorem 1 is complete. 
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6 THE GEOMETRICALLY NONCONFORMING CASE 

In this section, we generalize the considerations from the previous sections to the case 
when the coarse partition is not triangulation. In the mortar element method this is 
called a geometrically nonconforming case. Unfortunately, it is not clear how to analyze 
ASM considered in Section 3 for the problem with the jump coefficients. Therefore here we 
discuss only elliptic problems with continuous coefficients. To simplify our presentation, 
we consider only the following problem: 

Find u E HJ(!1) such that 

a(u,v) = f(v), v E HJ(!1), 

a(u,v)= fnvu-'Vvdx, f(v)= fn!vdx. 

(60) 

(61) 

The problem (60) is discretized by the mortar element method. For that let us, as in 
Section 2, assume that !1 is polygonal region divided into subregions !1;, which are triangles 
or rectangles. We make no assumption that this partition is a finite element triangulation. 
Let H = max; H; where H; is the diameter of !1;. We now introduce a triangulation of 
each !1; with triangular elements and a parameter h;. In general, this triangulation is 
nonmatching but we assume that the triangulation of each !1; is quasi-uniform, see Ciarlet 
(1978). Let r;; denoted the intersection of closures of !1; and !1;; now this can be a part 
of sides of !1; and !1;. The sides of !1; are denoted by /ij· 

Let Xh(O) and H';~'(l;;) be defined as in Section 2. Let us choose the master and slave 
sides /ij of !1;. Here the rule is that the mortar sides are entire sides of substructures, that 
they are disjoint, and that their union is equal to r = U8!1;\8!1. From this follows that 
the /ij, across the interface, is a union of r;k, intersections of the closures of nk and !1;. 

Let /ij be the slave side of 8!1; and let the test space, M;~' ( /ij ), be defined as in Section 2. 
We say that Uh E xh satisfies the mortar condition on the slave side /ij if 

1 (u·h - "ukh )w = o a, h·. L...J ' rr-k ' 
""fiJ IJ Jc I 

(62) 

where the sum is taken over the !1k with nonzero intersection with /i;, i.e. over r;k such 
that /ij = ur;k (intersections with one point are excluded). 

The space Vh is defined as a space of functions from Xh which satisfy condition (62) 
for each slave side /ij belonging to interior of n. 

The discrete problem for (60) is of the form: 
Find Uh E vh such that 

(63) 

The problem has a unique solution and an estimate of the error is as in (4), see Bernardi, 
Maday and Patera (1990). 

Our goal is to design and analyze an ASM like that in Section 3 for problem (63). The 
first question is that of the condition number of A, the matrix of the system resulting from 
(63). In Dryja and Widlund (1995), it has been established that also in the geometrically 
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nonconforming case, the condition number of A is as in (.5) provided that the hi are of 
the order h. 

Problem (63), as in Section 3, is reduced to a problem on the interfaces. Let ~h be a 
space of functions belonging to Vh, which are discrete harmonic in each ni, cf. (8): 

Find Uh E vlh such that 

(64) 

where s( vh, wh) and /( vh) are the same as m Section 3 with the form a( u, v) defined 
by (61 ). 

We now design ASM for solving (64) follows the scheme of Section 3. 
The decomposition of ~his (cf. (9)) 

vt =Via+ Vlt· (65) 

Here Vlt, as in Section 3, is a space of functions from ~h which vanish at vertices of ni 
while Via is the generalization of the space from Section 3. It is defined as follows. Let 
Xikl be a vertex of !1; that is in common with the substructure nk and others, that is an 
end point of /ij, a side of D;. The functions <p)jl and <p)jl are associated with Xikl and 
correspond to the slave and mortar sides /ij, respectively, are defined as in Section 3, i.e. 
<p)jl is given by (11) while <p)jl is linear with value one at Xikl and zero at the other end 

of Iii· The function <p)j•) is defined by (10) where <p)jl now is replaced by a sum of <p);;'l 
on the mortar sides of nk which intersect /ij. 

Using these functions, we define <t?ikl which is associated with Xikl as follows. It is discrete 
harmonic in each D; with data on an; which are zero except on the sides with the common 
vertex Xikl· On these sides <t?ikl is defined by: on the master side it equals <p);;'l while on 
the slave side it is equal to <p)jl + <p)j•). Thus, 

Via= span { <t?iki}. (66) 

It is easy to see that Via C ~h. 
The bilinear forms btk, k = 0, 1, defined over Vlk x Vlk, are of the form: 
For k=O 

bw(uh,uh) = 2::{2:: (ui,h(x)- u;,hf (67) 
Oi xEvi 

"" ["" ( (m) -(•)) 2 "" ( (m) -(•)) 2]} + L.J L.J ul,h - ui,h + · · · + L.J up,h - ui,h · 
"Yij C8fli xEvli xEVpi 

Here f 1i, ... , r pi are parts of mortar sides given as intersections of Dr, ... , Dp with Iii, the 
slave side of D; and, as in Section 3, the Vii are the end points of the mortar side of !11 
which contains rli etc. 

The form b11 is similar to the one given by (13), i.e. 

b ( ) _ "" "" (lcrl/2 (m) (m)) 
11 Uh, Vh - ~ L...J \ij lli,h ,Jd..i,h RNi1 ' (68) 

ni "YiJcani 

where the sum is taken over the master sides Iii of ni. 
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Remark 3 The form bn ( uh, vh) can be also defined by (14) where br;, is replaced by b'"'lii. 

Let 

(69) 

where the T1k, k = 0, 1, are defined by (18) with the forms blk introduced above. 

Theorem 2 For any Vh E ~h 

(70) 

where c and C are positive constants independent of H and h;, i = 1, ... , N, and 5 = 

(1 +log¥) and h = inf; h;. 

The method can be implemented as described in Section 3. 

7 PROOF OF THEOREM 2 

We first formulate auxiliary results, which are needed to prove Theorem 2. 
The following lemma is the generalization of Lemma 1 to the geometrically noncon

forming case. 

Lemma 6 Let u;,h and Ut,h, ... , up,h vanish at the vertices of !1;, llt, ... , !LP. Let /ij be a 

slave side of !1; while /lh ... , /pj are master sides of llt, ... , !LP which intersect /ii. Under 
the condition {62), assuming that h;, ht, ... , hp are of the same order, it holds 

llui,hll~~t2('"'1;,) ~ c{ (1 +log z) llut,hll~~t2('"'1,,) + ... + 

+(1 +log ~)llup,hll~~i2hP)· 

(71) 

Proof. To simplify our presentation, let /ij be a sum of only two rki with k = land k = p, 

i.e. /ij = fti u rpi where fti c /lj and rpi c /pj· Let U[p be equal to Ut,h on /li and be 
equal to up,h on rpi· Note that these functions do not vanish at the ends of /ij· Using the 
projection II; introduced in Section 4, see (28), we see that u;,h = II;ulp on Iii since u;,h 

and u1,p satisfy the mortar condition (62). We now show that 

To see this, we introduce functions Zt and Zp defined as follows. Let the ends of /ij be 
denoted by A and B; they are in general not nodal points of the ht- and hp-triangulations 
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on /lj and /pj· Let A lie between C and D, two neighboring nodal points of the h1-

triangulation. The function Zl is equal to u1,h at C and D and zero at the remaining nodal 
points. In a similar way, we define Zp. Let Zip = z1 + Zp. We have 

(73) 

Using the inverse inequality and the fact that II; is L2 - stable, see (32), we get 

(74) 

provided that h;, ht, and hp are of the same order. Using Lemma 5 and the fact that u1,h 

and up,h vanish at some points, we get 

To estimate the first term of (73), we can use (31) since ulp- Zip is a continuous function 
and vanishes at the ends of Iii. Thus, 

IIII;(ulp- Zlp)IIH2 112( ··) ~ Cllulp- Z1piiH2 112( ··) ~ 
00 "YIJ 00 'YIJ 

(76) 

< C (llul,h - zd ~~~£2(r,;) + llup,h - zpll~~£2(r p;)) · 

It is easy to see that 

since 

in view of Lemma 5 and Poincare's' inequality. In a similar way, we estimate Up,h - Zp. 

Substituting these estimates into (76), we get 

IIII;(ulp- Zlp)ll~~t2h;j) ~ c{ (1 +log~) llul,hll~~t"h•il + 

+(1 +log ~)llup,hll~~£2hP,J 
p 

In turn, substituting (75) and (77) into (73), we get (72). 0 

(77) 

Proofs of the two following lemmas are almost the same as the proofs of Lemmas 3 and 
4, respectively, therefore they are not given here. 
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Lemma 7 

LemmaS 

Proof of Theorem 2 We must check the three key assumptions as in Section 5. 

Assumption (iii) obviously holds. 

Assumption (ii). We need to show that for k = 0, 1, and uh E ltlk 

(78) 

(79) 

(80) 

Fork= 1, it follows from Lemma 6. Let a;(uh,uh) be the restriction of a(uh,vh) to 0;. 
We have 

(81) 

For the mortar side, we use (49) while for the slave side we use Lemma 6. Substituting 
these estimates into (81) and summing the resulting inequality with respect to i, we get 
(80) with w = C6. To show (80) for k = 0 and uh E ltlo, we use a representation of uh 
on 80; given by formulas similar to (51)- (53). Note that this time u;,h, on the slave side 
"(;;, is of the form 

u;,h(x) u;,h(A)cplj!A + u;,h(B)cpl;!B + (82) 

+ Ut,h(C)cpt~) + Ut,h(D)cpt~) + ... + Up,h(E)cp~~~ + Up,h(F)cp~~~' 
where A and Bare the ends of"(;;, the slave side of 0;, while C and D are the ends of 
'Yli, the mortar side of 01 which intersects 0;, etc. 

The function u;,h on the mortar side 'Yii is linear, see (52). 
Note also that the sum of basis functions used in the representation of u;,h on 80; is 

equal to one. Using that and Lemmas 2, 6 to 8, we show straightforwardly that 

(83) 

"" ["" ( H) ( (m) (•))2 + L..J L..J 1 + log h ut,h - ut,h + ... + 
"'YiJ caoi xEvr~ I 

""( H)( (m) (•))2]} + L..J 1 + log h up,h - 'ii;,h . 
zEVpi P 
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Summing this up with respect to i, we get (80) for k = 0 with w = Cli. The proof of 
Assumption (ii) is complete. 

Assumption (i). We need to show (56) for the form blk( uh, vh) defined in Section 6, see 
(67) and (68). Let u~o) E Vto be the interpolant of uh E ~hand ui1) = uh- ui0l. Of course, 
u~1 ) E Vt1 • The estimate 

(84) 

is proved a.s in Section 5, using Lemma 6. 
To show that 

(85) 

we proceed in a. way similar to that in Section 5. Adding (84) and (85), we get the estimate 
by checking Assumption (i). The proof of Theorem 2 is complete. 
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